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COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: 
 
Senator Nicole J. Cannizzaro, Chair 
Senator Tick Segerblom, Vice Chair 
Senator Kelvin Atkinson 
Senator James A. Settelmeyer 
Senator Heidi S. Gansert 
 
STAFF MEMBERS PRESENT: 
 
Michael Stewart, Policy Analyst 
Kevin Powers, Counsel 
Janae Johnson, Committee Secretary 
 
OTHERS PRESENT: 
 
Brett Kandt, Chief Deputy Attorney General, Boards and Open Government 

Division, Office of the Attorney General 
Daniel H. Stewart, General Counsel, Office of the Governor  
Yvonne Nevarez-Goodson, Executive Director, Commission on Ethics 
Janine Hansen 
 
CHAIR CANNIZZARO: 
I will open the meeting with Senate Bill (S.B.) 30. 
 
SENATE BILL 30: Revises provisions relating to the solicitation or acceptance of 

gifts by the Attorney General. (BDR 23-377) 
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BRETT KANDT (Chief Deputy Attorney General, Boards and Open Government, 

Office of the Attorney General): 
In 2015, the Nevada Legislature passed S.B. No. 307 of the 78th Session 
which requires public officers and candidates to report all gifts that they accept 
worth more than $200. It also prohibits State Legislators from soliciting or 
accepting gifts from lobbyists. I have submitted testimony (Exhibit C). As 
prefiled, S.B. 30 would prohibit the acceptance of gifts by the Attorney General. 
However, our Office has submitted and requested proposed amendments to the 
bill (Exhibit D) to prohibit all Executive Branch Constitutional Officers from 
soliciting or accepting gifts from any person. These amendments propose a 
threshold of $25 before triggering that prohibition to prevent the filing of 
frivolous complaints. The expectation is that Constitutional Officers will not 
accept any gifts of significant value. 
 
We bring S.B. 30 forward for your consideration to more closely align the ethics 
laws limiting gifts for Constitutional Officers with those for State Legislators. In 
2015, the Legislature made a policy decision to prohibit its members from 
receiving gifts from lobbyists. We are proposing a slightly more expansive 
prohibition for the State Executive Branch Constitutional Officers and apply the 
ban to persons, not just lobbyists. A broad scope of matters comes before our 
Constitutional Officers within the course of their enforcing State law. As it 
pertains to gifts within the statutory definition, this proposal would supersede 
Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS) 281A.400. Simply stated, gifts would be off 
limits for our Constitutional Officers. I would refer you to the amendments that 
significantly alter the scope of the prefiled bill. 
 
CHAIR CANNIZZARO: 
Would this amendment replace the entirety of section 1 in S.B. 30? The 
Attorney General would be included in section 1, subsection 1? Will this replace 
that section in this bill? 
 
MR. KANDT: 
Yes, it would strip out section 1 from the prefiled bill and replace it with the 
language that is in this proposed amendment. 
 
CHAIR CANNIZZARO: 
This proposed amendment says Constitutional Officers cannot accept any gift 
worth more than $25? That is not in the aggregate, just a particular gift? 
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MR. KANDT: 
Correct. It is not in the aggregate. It is a particular gift or trinket. We do not 
want to see any frivolous complaints filed in the event that a Constitutional 
Officer received a trinket. 
 
CHAIR CANNIZZARO: 
If we are going to read the NRS as a whole, it appears that there are different 
standards, for example, concerning Legislators than there would be for any 
Constitutional Office’s? Legislators cannot accept any gift. There is no de 
minimis exception, but here it appears that we would be giving not only a de 
minimis exception but an exception per gift of $25? What is the reasoning 
behind that? 
 
MR. KANDT: 
It was our understanding that S.B. No. 307 of the 78th Session did place some 
pretty substantial limitations upon Legislators with the regard to acceptance of 
gifts. We are proposing a broader prohibition on the acceptance of gifts by the 
State Constitutional Officers. Reference the statutory definition that is found in 
NRS 281.5585, “gift” defined, for what we want that prohibition to mean. 
 
CHAIR CANNIZZARO: 
I am not taking exception with the definition terms as stated here. Under NRS 
218H.060, “gift” defined, as it relates to lobbying especially toward Legislators, 
prohibits any acceptance of a gift whatsoever. This bill is seeking to apply a 
completely different standard to a Constitutional Officer. Why not have it 
comport with what the Legislature is already subject to in the prohibition of 
gifts? 
 
MR. KANDT: 
To clarify that we are talking about the same thing, when you say different 
standard, you are talking about the prohibition for Legislators that has to do 
with gifts from lobbyists as opposed to the prohibition we are proposing for the 
Constitutional Officers, which would be gifts from any person. Is that the 
different standard you are referring to? 
 
CHAIR CANNIZZARO: 
Correct. 
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MR. KANDT: 
We simply thought that because Legislators are considered citizen Legislators, 
the whole process of those who are lobbyists is carefully monitored. Lobbyists 
have to register, and their activities are monitored as opposed to our State 
Constitutional Officers who are the highest level of State officials. They have 
broader responsibilities to enforce State law, the laws that you enact. We felt at 
the highest level of State government there should be a broader prohibition not 
just limited to lobbyists but to all persons who our State Constitutional Officers 
may come in contact with in the course of carrying out their duties and 
enforcing State law for the protection and benefit of the public. 
 
CHAIR CANNIZZARO: 
But it does not seem to me by this amended proposal that you are prohibiting 
gifts—you are almost allowing more. I do understand that it applies to a broader 
subset of individuals, but we are not specifically talking about lobbyists. If I am 
reading this correctly, potentially a lobbyist could give a gift so as long as it did 
not exceed $25 for that specific gift? 
 
MR. KANDT: 
The de minimis threshold was something we thought might be worthy of 
consideration in looking at a ban of this scope to avoid frivolous complaints. 
 
SENATOR SETTELMEYER: 
Under law, there is no prohibition. I like the fact that they have to follow some 
prohibition. Under NRS, we Legislators cannot accept anything from a lobbyist. 
When we are in the Interim or during Session, if a lobbyist gifts everybody or 
extends an invitation to us and it is disclosed, then that is different. However, if 
someone comes around and gives a gift from a foreign embassy on a particular 
bill to everyone, like a gentleman from Taiwan who gave us something with our 
names written in Sanskrit, this falls under that $25 rule that it is not from a 
lobbyist, and we can accept it. If I am understanding this correctly, the concept 
is for the $25. If the State government uses our laws for lobbying, they are 
designed for the Legislative Branch, not the Executive Branch. 
 
KEVIN POWERS (Counsel): 
Let us start off with some basic principles. The Nevada Ethics in Government 
law in NRS 281A has a general prohibition dealing with gifts. The prohibition is 
that no public officer, whether the Executive Branch or the Legislative Branch, 
shall accept any gift which would tend improperly to influence a reasonable 
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person in the public officer’s position to depart from the faithful and impartial 
discharge of the public officer’s duties. That is the general prohibition that every 
public officer is subject to. Under last Session’s S.B. No. 307 of the 78th 
Session with regard to the Legislative Branch, the Legislature developed some 
more restricted gift prohibitions when it comes to gifts from lobbyists to 
Legislators. In that prohibition, gift is defined and it has some exclusions. If it 
does not fall into one of those exclusions, then there is no de minimis 
exception. Any gift from a lobbyist of any value is prohibited unless it fits into 
one of those exclusions. 
 
What the proposal here presents in the amended language is only going to apply 
to the Constitutional Officers from Article 5 of the Nevada Constitution: 
Attorney General, Secretary of State, State Controller, State Treasurer, 
Governor and the Lieutenant Governor. This would be an addition to the Ethics 
Commission prohibition. This proposal would not prohibit them from accepting 
any gift at any time from any person so as long as the gift does not exceed the 
$25 minimum threshold. That is a change in a sense that it is more restrictive 
on these Constitutional Officers than the existing Ethics Commission statute. 
 
In comparison to the Legislature, it is somewhat different because the lobbyists 
are a narrow group of individuals. Outside of lobbyists, Legislators can accept 
gifts, subject to the ethics law, and disclose them in the financial disclosure 
statement when necessary. It is a difficult comparison because the universe of 
lobbyists is different from the broader universe that would apply here, which is 
any person. I can provide you with that overall background. If you tried to 
match them up, it would be somewhat difficult because of the lobbyist issue. 
As Mr. Kandt mentioned, lobbyists are required to register and we can identify 
that universe. The Legislators are aware of who that universe is and who they 
can or cannot take a gift from. 
 
SENATOR SETTELMEYER: 
Some of these Constitutional Officers will serve on national boards. Does this 
apply to those on national boards who receive a gift? Do they have the same 
rules? 
 
MR. KANDT: 
The ban is a broad application. If it falls within the definition of gift and if it is 
over $25, under this proposal it would be prohibited. 
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SENATOR GANSERT: 
As a Constitutional Officer, sometimes you end up with state-to-state gifts.  
Sometimes, it is simply gifting within Nevada, meaning with events held in Clark 
County they are able to attend and there would be the price of admission, but 
now they get to go. They are in their capacity, but it is still state to state. Along 
the lines of what Senator Settelmeyer mentioned, there will be ambassadors 
from different countries or representatives from other states. Say an attorney 
general gave a gift to another attorney general as a welcoming gift for coming 
to that state. Those types of gifts are tricky because you do not want to 
necessarily refuse them. I am not sure how you would manage that? 
 
MR. KANDT: 
Senator, you do bring up a good point. There are some situations, especially 
dealing with other countries, delegations from other countries, representatives 
and different cultures, wherein gifts are presented. Culturally, it would be 
considered an affront to not accept the gift. This has always been a question. 
Generally, it has  been handled in certain ways. Is the gift going directly to that 
official or is it a gift to the State? Then what happens with the gift once it is 
brought back to our State? Where does it reside? These are all things we can 
work through. 
 
MR. POWERS: 
If the gift qualifies as an educational, informational meeting, event or trip, that 
is excluded from the definition of gift. If a Constitutional Officer was attending 
that type of event, then anything provided to that Officer during the event or 
trip would be excluded from the definition of gifts. It would not fall within this 
prohibition. However, the Officer would have to disclose what was received in 
the financial disclosure statement. 
 
SENATOR SEGERBLOM: 
Would you be willing to support a change in our lobbying restrictions by  
allowing up to $25 as opposed to zero, so we could get a cup of coffee without 
having to worry about the prohibition? 
 
MR. KANDT: 
This is not within the scope of the proposal that we brought before you. We 
bring for your consideration this fairly broad ban on the six State Constitutional 
Officers. I would also indicate that Attorney General Adam P. Laxalt spoke 
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individually with each of the other five Constitutional Officers, and they were all 
supportive of this proposal. 
 
YVONNE NEVAREZ-GOODSON (Executive Director, Commission on Ethics): 
The Commission on Ethics is neutral on this bill. It is our role to interpret and 
enforce the policy decisions made from the Legislature. It may just be a drafting 
issue, but the Commission has a concern with the prefiled bill and the 
amendment over the potential impact on how the Commission will be asked to 
interpret gifts differently among State Constitutional Officers, any other public 
officers and even down to the local level. By example, the Commission recently 
issued an opinion involving a State public employee that amounted to a $10 
value. That particular circumstance was a special case, but the Commission was 
not comfortable with that employee accepting a $10 lunch from a vendor in the 
midst of a competitive-bidding business environment. 
 
The monetary threshold is a question. Will the Commission apply gift standards 
separately for State Constitutional Officers and Legislators versus any other 
public officer, State employee and local government? I bring that up as a   
possible concern from a drafting perspective and defer to your legal counsel. 
One of the issues is that in section 1 of the proposed amendment, gift is 
defined specifically as in a manner for legislative gifts and lobbying disclosures, 
but it is not defined in section 2. We could have a situation in which an 
educational event does not constitute a gift under section 1. Could an 
educational gift nevertheless fall under section 2, which is a gift that would 
tend to improperly influence? 
 
The Commission has many opinions about whether it is appropriate for public 
officers to accept tickets to events or attend conferences when vendors are 
paying for it. The Commission has concluded that attendance of those events is 
dedicated to government purpose and considered appropriate. But when 
recreation opportunities occur with some of those invitations, public officials are 
advised to decline those invites. I point out for the record there could be a 
resolution to that if that is the policy decision of the body to move forward with 
a bill like that. The definition of gift is different in both of those sections. There 
may be an opportunity to mirror those if that if is the will of the Committee. 
 
CHAIR CANNIZZARO: 
That is an excellent concern and certainly something we should look at. 
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SENATOR GANSERT: 
Governor Brian Sandoval issued an executive order during his first day in office. 
It established ethics requirements for certain public officers and employees that 
speaks to most of this. It has a definition of what a gift is and what a gift is 
not. This was for all public officers and employees, addressing a gift such as a 
gratuity discount, hospitality, entertainment and loan forbearance. But it does 
not include items presented on behalf of another state or foreign government 
that become the property of the State, like plaques or mementos recognizing 
service, trinkets or mementos of nautical value.  
 
MS. NEVAREZ-GOODSON: 
Yes, the Commission is aware of that executive order as one of the first orders 
he issued upon taking office. The Commission tackled circumstances in the 
acceptance of a gift under the $25 or $50 threshold that Governor Sandoval put 
forth. We have had questions that come from public officers and employees 
asking us about this order and whether the ethics laws trump the Governor’s 
executive order. The position of the Commission has ultimately been that in a 
circumstance in which there is a disparity, State law would trump, and we 
would go in and look at whether that type of gift would tend to improperly 
influence public duties in that situation. The Commission has been consistent in 
its interpretation of opinions about gifts that are considered trinkets or custom 
gifts. When it is a type of gift that would improperly influence, it can be turned 
over to an agency instead of an individual. In situations involving monetary 
value, we tell them NRS 281A would trump those provisions if the circumstance 
is contrary to NRS 281A. 
 
CHAIR CANNIZZARO: 
I will close the hearing on S.B. 30 and open the discussion on Senate Bill 36. 
 
SENATE BILL 36: Revises provisions relating to ethics in government. (BDR 23-

230) 
 
DANIEL H. STEWART (General Counsel, Office of the Governor): 
The Governor’s Office has brought S.B. 36 in many respects to memorialize the 
current understanding of where some of these ethics laws and jurisdictions lie. 
In 1985, the Legislature had its own commission on ethics. As part of a bill, 
Legislators combined them into one Commission on Ethics with the Governor 
appointing four members. The Legislature originally only had three members, but 
it would change to four and four. In 2009, the Nevada Supreme Court issued its 
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decision involving former State Senator Warren B. Hardy II, indicating that when 
it comes to core legislative functions or duties, the Legislature itself has 
constitutional jurisdiction over regulating its own members. Some of those 
issues are still playing out; for the most part, there has been general 
understanding between both the Executive and Legislative Branches. We felt 
this bill would help memorialize that current understanding. 
 
Sections 1 through 3 and sections 6 through 9 basically remove the State 
Legislature specifically from the statutes indicating that the Commission on 
Ethics has jurisdiction over it. With the passage of S.B. 36, the Legislature will 
no longer be under the jurisdiction of the Commission on Ethics. From my 
understanding, the Legislature has its own Standing Committees to handle that. 
To unwind the blending from 1985, this will now be recognized as an executive 
agency as the Supreme Court recognized in the Hardy case.  
 
We are proposing to remove the four legislative appointments to the 
Commission on Ethics and add an additional executive appointment from the 
Governor. There would be five executive appointees with jurisdiction at that 
point only over other public officers, State officials and public employees, but 
not over the Legislature. As part of that removal or change, we also take away 
or at least no longer put the burden on the Commission on Ethics that before it 
submits its budget, it needs to consult with both the Legislative Counsel Bureau 
(LCB) and Budget Division in the Office of Finance. Instead, the Commission will 
submit its budget like any other executive agency and have to receive legislative 
approval for any budget request. Clarifying language in section 11 talks about 
current pending opinions. If any Legislators are seeking opinions, they can still 
receive those or go through the process. 
 
CHAIR CANNIZZARO: 
What effect would this have on the LCB in terms of advising the Legislature 
when it is involved in any litigation with Legislators? 
 
MR. STEWART: 
My understanding is that LCB would still represent the Legislators as counsel. 
That has been part of the debate. Some of the pending litigation has been over 
who has control or advice over that. The LCB would provide ethics legal advice 
as your attorneys. Senate Bill 36 would not change this role. It makes the lines 
more clear for who has control of that. 
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Ms. NEVAREZ-GOODSON: 
The Commission wants to be on record as neutral on this bill for the same 
reason as S.B. 30 and that under its current makeup, the Commission is 
half-appointed by the Legislature. The Commission defers to your legal counsel 
to advise you appropriately about those boundaries. The issue is separation of 
powers on jurisdiction. Some of those jurisdictional boundaries continue to be 
challenged between the Commission on Ethics and the State Legislators. The 
purpose of this bill is to completely exempt State Legislators from the 
jurisdiction of the Commission and the Legislators would be subject to ethics 
oversight by the respective Houses of the Legislature under Standing Rule No. 
23 in each House. Legal Division is the legal adviser on those issues. 
 
MR. POWERS: 
We have two issues working here. One is jurisdictional, and the second is legal 
effects and consequences for implementation of this bill. For the record, the 
LCB Legal Division, by statute, does not support or oppose any particular piece 
of legislation. However, an exception in the statute allows LCB to provide 
recommendations and advice to the Legislature on legislation that affects the 
operations of LCB. In this context, not necessary in the field of recommending 
but telling you the legal effects and consequences of legislation on LCB, S.B. 36 
will have an effect on the LCB. 
 
I will provide a brief history on the jurisdictional issue. When there was a 
separate Executive Branch ethics commission and a separate Legislative Branch 
ethics commission, both bodies were advisory and had no enforcement powers. 
Once it was decided to give a single body enforcement powers, the Commission 
on Ethics was created with four members being appointed by the Legislative 
Commission, four members being appointed by the Governor and then the 
Ethics Commission having concurrent jurisdiction over the Legislators with the 
Houses. 
 
What happened in the Hardy case was the development in recognition that there 
are certain areas, core legislative functions, in which each House has exclusive 
constitutional jurisdiction to discipline its members. However, the court 
recognizes in Hardy that there are areas outside of core legislative functions, 
noncore legislative functions, in which the Commission on Ethics can share 
jurisdiction with the Houses. We believe there is a clear dividing line between 
core and noncore legislative functions. To help the Commission on Ethics find 
that dividing line, the Legislature passed the legislative immunity statute in 
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2009 with NRS 41.071. This statute develops any activity within the sphere of 
legitimate legislative actions is protected by legislative immunity and outside the 
jurisdiction of the Ethics Commission. However, if the action is outside the 
sphere of legitimate legislative activity, then it does go within the jurisdiction of 
the Ethics Commission. This is where there would be concurrent jurisdiction 
between the House and Ethics Commission. There has been litigation between 
the Commission on Ethics and LCB over that dividing line of what falls within or 
outside of that sphere of legitimate legislative activity.  
 
In 2015, the Legislature passed A.B. No. 496 of the 78th Session which 
amended the legislative immunity statute to more clearly define the actions that 
fall within the sphere of legitimate legislative activity. That statute was based 
on caselaw that we reviewed and evaluated. We drafted the statute so the 
reader of the statute would understand the dividing line between what is 
protected by legislative immunity and what is not. In drafting that statute, the 
goal was to provide the reader with clarity and help the Ethics Commission find 
that dividing line between the jurisdictional boundaries because, generally, a 
reader of statute is not going to read all of the caselaw. Especially in this area of 
legislative immunity, there are hundreds of years of caselaw. 
 
We believe the legislative immunity statute as drafted now provides a clear 
dividing line for the jurisdiction of the Commission versus the jurisdiction of the 
House when it is exclusive. It is a policy decision for the Legislature to 
determine whether it wants State Legislators to continue to be subject to the 
jurisdiction of the Commission on Ethics. If this bill were to pass in its current 
form, Legislators would no longer be subject to any of the ethics statutes in 
NRS 281A.  
 
Consequently, Legal Division would recommend that each House essentially 
adopt the ethical standards from NRS 281A and put those ethical standards in 
the rules of its Houses because each House has exclusive jurisdiction to judge 
the discipline of its members. The consequence of that on the LCB Legal 
Division is that if an ethics complaint was filed against the Legislature, a body 
of the House, mostly likely a Committee, would review that ethics complaint. 
The Legislator would want representation by counsel, and that Committee 
would want representation by counsel. Our LCB Legal Division would have to 
create a firewall in our office so certain attorneys represent only the Legislators 
and certain attorneys represent only the Committee. That is something we have 
not done in the past. It is new procedure we would have to develop. We are 
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capable of developing that procedure, but it would have a consequence and 
effect on the operation of the LCB Legal Division. 
 
It could require additional resources in order to maintain that firewall between 
counsel who is representing the Legislator and counsel who is representing the 
Committee. That is a potential legal effect or consequence of this particular 
piece of legislation. 
 
SENATOR SEGERBLOM: 
Could you give me an example of something the Ethics Commission still has 
jurisdiction over and something they do not have jurisdiction on? 
 
MR. POWERS: 
A case from 2005 deals with a former State Legislator who ran an online 
auction business of unclaimed or surplus State property. The Legislator used 
official stationary from the Legislator’s letterhead and called officials from other 
states who dealt with the administrator of unclaimed or surplus property from 
two other states. This Legislator contacted officials using official letterhead and 
during the conversation, brought up the fact that he or she had this online 
auction business. These transactions, in which a Legislator was using his or her 
official capacity to benefit the private business, fell outside of core legislative 
functions. Nothing about doing that related to the essential nature of the 
legislative process. That clearly falls within the jurisdiction of the Ethics 
Commission. If this office had believed that was protected by legislative 
immunity, we would have raised it in that case. We believe it was outside of 
legitimate legislative activity which falls outside of the protection of legislative 
immunity. Therefore, it falls with the jurisdiction of the Commission. Keep in 
mind that is concurrent jurisdiction; the House of that Legislator could have   
punished that Legislator as well. In this case, the Commission of jurisdiction did 
impose a $10,000 fine against this Legislator. 
 
SENATOR SEGERBLOM: 
If this law were to pass, it would be exclusive jurisdiction of the Legislature? 
 
MR. POWERS: 
Yes. Let me finish the example. If that Legislator had introduced the bill that 
dealt with unclaimed property in this State and was beneficial to that 
Legislator’s private business, the Commission on Ethics would not have 
jurisdiction over that because introducing a bill is a matter that is within the 
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sphere of legitimate legislative activity. However, that Legislator’s House could 
punish the Legislator if it thought the action was a conflict of interest and 
inappropriate. That is a real-world example wherein the Commission on Ethics 
would have jurisdiction. We believe the Commission on Ethics would have 
jurisdiction over improper contracts. If a Legislator entered into an improper 
contract with the State Executive Branch in a private capacity, that would be 
something the Commission on Ethics would have jurisdiction over. There is an 
honorarium ban in ethics laws. A Legislator or any other public officer cannot 
receive a fee for speaking in their capacity as a public officer. That is not a core 
legislative function, speaking to people outside of the legislative sphere. A 
Legislator who violated the honorarium ban would be subject to the jurisdiction 
of the Commission on Ethics. There are plenty of areas where the Commission 
on Ethics still has jurisdiction. The Commission does not have jurisdiction if it 
falls within the sphere of legitimate legislative activity in requesting legislation, 
requesting legal advice or assistance from the LCB, and investigating matters 
that are related to legislation. These are all core legislative functions that fall 
with the specific and exclusive jurisdiction of each House and are therefore 
outside the jurisdiction of the Ethics Commission. 
 
SENATOR SEGERBLOM: 
Is there a fiscal note on this? It sounds like your office is going to require 
additional resources to monitor this. 
 
MR. POWERS: 
There is not a fiscal note on this, but it is under consideration. The Legislative 
Counsel is considering whether we can handle this within our existing budget. If 
we need additional resources in order to implement exclusive jurisdiction over 
ethics entirely by each House, that would be a significant shift. 
 
SENATOR SEGERBLOM: 
If I improperly filed a campaign report, that is the Secretary of State’s purview? 
Why is it not ethics where we would have jurisdiction over that? 
 
MR. POWERS: 
Certain matters that the Secretary of State, by statute, has jurisdiction over fall 
outside the sphere of legitimate legislative activity that the Houses do not have 
exclusive jurisdiction over. If you file a false campaign practices report, then 
that falls within jurisdiction of the Secretary of State. However, your House is 
free to punish you for that violation as well because Article 4, section 6 of the 
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Nevada Constitution gives it exclusive constitutional jurisdiction to discipline  
members for anything that the House considers conduct unbecoming. Given any 
potential ethics violation in which a House can punish the Legislator, generally 
the House does not if there is jurisdiction in another body. That other body 
disciplines the Legislator so long as that jurisdiction is being exercised outside of 
the exclusive jurisdiction of the House. 
 
CHAIR CANNIZZARO: 
In part, the LCB and the Legal Division also assist with drafting legislation, 
amendments and things like that. Would S.B. 36, if you had to create this 
firewall, affect any of those functions? Would you have to hire additional staff 
to ensure that there is no sharing of confidential information that you might 
obtain as a result of interfacing with Legislators during that type of process? 
 
MR. POWERS: 
Since this office has never dealt with the firewall situation, we are unsure of the 
specific details of how it would operate. If we are required to do so, we will 
research that area of the law and develop our practices consistent with best 
practices in the Attorney General’s Office or other public attorneys’ offices. I 
understand the Attorney General’s Office and district attorney offices need to 
create firewalls all the time. The difference is they generally have much  larger 
staffs than we do, and our primary purpose is to draft legislation and advise the 
Legislators during the Session and staff Committees.  
 
If an ethics complaint was filed during the Session and the Legislature had to 
deal with that, then we would have to devote some of our resources to 
defending Legislators in those ethics complaints and representing the 
Committees involved with reviewing the ethics complaints. Yes, during Session 
and even the presession drafting period, having sole jurisdiction of all ethics 
complaints within the Legislative Branch would create additional demands on 
the limited resources in time of the LCB Legal Division. 
 
MR. STEWART: 
I agree with Mr. Powers. This really is a policy decision at this point. It is one of 
the few incidents where in my case, the lawmakers and the stakeholders are 
the same thing. We wanted to give you the opportunity to consider the issue as 
a separate coequal branch of the Legislature and to decide if this is something 
that would help going forward or if you do not support it. We thought it was an 
important policy question to raise and give you the opportunity to consider it. 
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CHAIR CANNIZZARO: 
Some of the hesitation is related to this idea that we could be removing the  
Legislature entirely from the purview of the Ethics Commission and, essentially, 
allowing us to police ourselves. 
 
JANINE HANSEN: 
Prohibitions on gifts for nothing are extreme and almost ridiculous. I have a lot 
of respect for the Legislators, I see a lot of integrity and I do not think any of 
them are going to have their vote purchased for $25. It is kind of an insult to 
the Legislators and an insult to the lobbyists. I am a citizen lobbyist, and I raise 
money to work on issues that I care about. In the past, I have given a copy of 
the U.S. Constitution as a gift, freedom calendars and a Rose for Life but 
nothing worth more than $3 in all of those years because we do not have 
money to give. I have concerns about the extreme nature of this law and what 
it says about our confidence in those we elect. I go on the record to say these 
have become beyond reason. If we cannot trust somebody for a cup of coffee 
or $25 gift, then why have we elected them? 
 
It really bothers me, not that I have ever given anyone a gift that would make 
much of difference except to just say here we are. Over the years, I have had a 
lot of problems with the whole concept of the Ethics Commission. I know it has 
become an institution that really started to a great degree with Senator William 
J. Raggio, but over the years there have been many different problems with it. 
One candidate uses it against another, and that happened to some candidates in 
the past where it has been used as a campaign tool to smear the names of 
some people. It also bothers me that, as with all of our administrative courts, 
the Ethics Commission is an administrative court in which people lose their 
constitutional rights. They have no rights oftentimes to know who their accuser 
is, and they do not have any right to trial by jury, which in the real world they 
might have rights for. I continue to have those fundamental issues where 
people’s constitutional rights have been obliterated. 
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SENATOR CANNIZZARO: 
Seeing no further business, I adjourn this meeting at 4:23 p.m. 
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